Multidimensional image data are becoming increasingly common in biomedical imaging. Three-dimensional visualization and analysis techniques based on three-dimensional image data have become an established discipline in biomedicine. Some imaging problems generate image data of even higher dimensions. It often becomes necessary, rather than just convenient, to consider the higher-dimensional data as a whole to adequately answer the underlying imaging questions. Despite this established need for convenient exchange of ima9e and image-derived information, no exchange protocols are available that adequately meet the needs of multidimensional imaging systems. This paper describes an exchange protocol that has been desi9ned after careful consideration of the common requirements of methodologies for visualization and analysis of multidimensional data. Ir is based on and is a generalization of the widely accepted American College of Radiology-National Electrical Manufacturers Association (ACR-NEMA) standards specified for two-dimensional images. It is implemented and actively being used in a data-, application-, and machine-independent software environment, being developed in the authors' department, for the visualization and analysis of muItidimensional images.
or MR volume images of a moving joint or of a beating hearP'2: n = 4, the independent variables being three spatial and one temporal. MR spectroscopic images 3 of a beating heart: n = 5, four independent variables are as in the previous example and the fifth is an MR spectral variable. Dynamic phase-space representation of electroencephalogram signals: n = 4 to 8, 4 ah example of data generated by simulation procedures.
The usefulness of treating 3-D image data holistically rather than asa set of 2-D images has been well established by the developments in 3-D imaging during the past 15 years. 5 The need for treating higher dimensional data asa whole (rather than asa set of 3-D data) requires some justification because they are not yet as common and established as 3-D data. Of the many examples that illustrate the convenience (such as saving user time, computational time, etc) resulting from such treatment, we give two examples that illustrate the necessity of such treatment. (1) When an nD data set contains multiple structures, it is crucial to consider each structure in its entirety. Considera 4-D data set pertaining to a beating heart. The data may contain multiple 3-D dynamic structures such as blood pools in chambers and vessels, myocardium, and so on. The connectedness of each dynamic structure is hard to infer from the substructures presented at each instant. This inference may be an impossible mental exercise when the structure does not conform to known normal configurations, as in congenital heart defects. Considering the structure asa 4-D (connected) entity may be the only approach for the success of visualization and analysis of such structures. (2) There are MR imaging protocols that allow tagging the myocardium magnetically during the imaging process. 6 This essentially allows attixing a grid system to the myocardium at some initial instant, which then moves with the myocardium during the cardiac cycle. By studying how the grid system distorts, it is possible to perform a comprehensive motion 26 JournalofDigitallmaging, Vol 5 , No 1 (February), 1992: pp 26-45 analysis of the myocardium. 7 Unless some simplifying assumptions about the nature of the motion itself are made, this cannot be treated as a 2-D or 3-D image analysis problem.
It is clear that there is a need fora multidimensional data exchange formar that ful¡ the needs of multidimensional data visualization and analysis. For reasons given earlier, it is just as important to treat multidimensional structures derived from image data holistically as it is to consider image data in that fashion. As multidimensional data and their analysis become more common, there will be a need for exchange of structure data in addition to the need for exchange of image data. No comprehensive protocols exist yet that cater to the needs of multidimensional image visualization and analysis. This article is an attempt to fill this gap.
Although several ¡ exchange protocols exist in the general area of imaging science, 8-1~ and efforts are underway to address the data exchange issue in the more general area of scientific visualization/1 we are not aware of any established exchange protocol that has taken into careful consideration the requirements of biomedical visualization and analysis. We have been developing a data-, application-, and machine-independent software environment, called 3DVIEWNIX, 12 for the visualization and analysis of multidimensional biomedical data. This environment incorporates a variety of methodologies and algorithms and is developed for UNIX machines 13 supporting the X-Window system. ~4 Because American College of Radiology-National Electrical Manufacturers Association (ACR-NEMA) standards ~s suggested for the representation, archival, and communication of 2-D images are the most widely accepted protocols within medical imaging, and because their extension and generalization to include multidimensional image and structure data did not pose any intrinsic difficulties, we decided to build on their principles. This paper describes the principles underlying this generalization and the complete generalized specification. We have tried to make the paper self-contained and independent of the description of the ACR-NEMA specifications. Readers interested in more details of the ACR-NEMA specification may consult their publication.15 TERMINOLOGY Data handled by multidimensional imaging systems are mainly of three kinds. The first can be considered to be the digitized and quantized estimate of a vector-valued function of a vector variable. The second and the third represent information derived from the first.
We call the first a scene, the discretized domain of the function the scene domain, the dimension of the independent vector variable the scene dimension (sd), the device that produces an estimate of the function an imaging device, each digitized instance of the independent vector variable a cell, and the quantized value of the function at the cell the cell density.
As an example, a stack of slice image data captured by an imaging device such asa CT scanner is a 3-D scene where the function is scalar valued. At one end, a scene may thus represent a time sequence of MR image data pertaining to a dynamic organ such as the human heart, and at the other end it may represent simply a scalar-valued function of a scalar variable. With each scene, we associate a fixed coordinate system x~, x2, . . . , Xsd called the scene coordinate system. We assume a fixed coordinate system called the imaging device coordinate system to be associated with each imaging device. We assume these systems to be right-handed in the sense of a generalization of a right-handed 3-D coordinate system (le, if u, u2,..., Us~ are unit vectors along the coordinate axes, we assume u i x 91 ~-" /gi+2~ where 1 _< i _< sd and Usa+l = ua and Usd+2 = u2). Each cell has a unique location in the scene specified by its real coordinates in the scene coordinate system. We note that the unit of measurement may not be the same along the different coordinate axes.
Data derived from scenes may be in many forms. They may represent another scene; for example, a scene resulting from applying to a given scene a variety of scene transformations such as filtering, segmentation, and interpolation. They may represent nonscene structures; for example, a set of cells constituting an opaque/semitransparent object or the boundary of a set of cells. They may also represent display data; for example, a sequence of red, green, blue color-valued 2-D images represent-ing renditions of a sequence of views of the surface of an object.
Associated with every structure data set is a right-handed structure coordinate system Yl, Y2, .... Y,,a. We assume that all structures are representable asa tree through hierarchical subdivision, the subdivisions representing natural groupings in the structure. For example, a 3-D object represented asa set of cells can be divided into subsets, each of which represents cells having the same Y3 coordinate. Each such subset may be further divided into smaller subsets representing cells with the same Y2 coordinate. Finally, each subdivision of each smaller subset contains the individual cell (ie, the description associated with each cell). This structure represents a slice-by-slice anda rowby-row representation of an arbitrary set of cells. We call the entities represented by the leaf nodes of the tree the terminal structure elements and the entities represented by the intermediate groupings the non-terminal structure elements. In the example just given, the terminal structure elements are the cells; the slice and row groupings constitute the nonterminal structure elements, and the tree has four levels including the root (Fig 1) . Most of the structures encountered in multidimensional imaging systems have characteristics similar to those in this example: the tree has a few (two to four) levels; the leaf nodes all occur at the last level; the number of nonterminal structure elements is a small fraction of the total number of terminal structure elements. However, there are other structures, such as the spatiaI subdivision trees (eg, octrees, quadtrees) that generally do not have these properties.
A display data set derived from a scene is a set of 2-D images that portray information about specific aspects of the objects captured in the scene. In general, the intensily associated with the pixels of the images in the display is vector valued.
In summary, data processed and generated by multidimensional imaging systems are mainly of three kinds: scene data, structure data, and display data. The first constitute mainly data generated by imaging devices or some processed version thereof, the second object information extracted from scenes, and the third a composition of specific object information ready to be displayed.
In designing a data formar, one invariably encounters the issue of trade-off between the generality of format and its efficiency. In the data format proposed here, we have tried to keep the generality with as little sacrifice of efficiency as possible. This we achieve by recognizing each situation where data may inherently be of a distinct nature (from the consideration of processing done on the data) and by assigning to it a distinct data type. To do this we identify further data subtypes (IMAGE0, IMAGE1, CURVE0, SURFACE0, SURFACE1, SHELL, etc) among scene, structure, and display data. A specific meaning is imparted to the information stored in a file when we know the data type it represents.
~~... ~. In this section we present complete specifications of scene, structure, and display data.
Scene Data
Among scene data we identify two types--IMAGE0 and IMAGE1. For IMAGE0 type, we assume that the sampling scheme (ie, the method of digitizing the independent variable) is more systematic, in particular, slice oriented, and matches the way most imaging devices capture scene data. For IMAGE1 type, the sampling scheme is arbitrary.
IMAGEO.
We assume the scene domain to be such that (1) the set S of all cells in the scene domain with fixedxi coordinates, for 3 < i <_ sd, to be a 2-D rectangular array, and (2) the distances between consecutive cells in the xi and x2 directions are constants (if the units of measurement along x 1 and x2 are different, we assume an appropriate definition of distance between cells in the (xi, x2) space to be given). This implies that if we consider the cells to constitute points in an sd-dimensional Euclidean space, the array defined by S constitutes a lattice of rectangles (this is equivalent to having rectangular pixels). We call S together with the densities associated with its cells a slice. Often data captured by imaging devices are such that the set S is nota rectangular array. Sucia data should be appropriately processed to bring them into this slice form. Unlike the domain of the slice, we will soon see that the scene domain itself need not be of a rectangular array form for an IMAGE0 type scene.
For a given n, 2 < n < sd, and fixed numbers X~+I, X,, § ..., Xsd, an n-scene of a scene is the set of cells {c = (x~,x2 ..... x,,X,+~, . . . ,X,d ) ] c is in the scene domain} together with the associated cell densities. We call X, § the location of the n-scene in the (n + 1)-scene of the scene, or simply the location of the n-scene. The notion of the n-scene allows us to associate a natural hierarchical order with any given scene and express its sampling scheme asa tree structure. The root of the tree represents the given scene, a node represents an n-scene, and its sons represent the (n -1)-scenes. The leaf nodes represent the 2-scenes (slices) of the scene. Figure 2 shows an example of a 4-D scene with four 3-scenes. The four 3-scenes are composed of two, two, three, and three 2-scenes. Clearly the leaf nodes all appear at the same level of the tree and therefore the tree can be described by a list of the number of sons for each node in the breadth-first order. For the example, this list contains 4, 2, 2, 3, 3. We use this form of tree description to store the number of sons for each node, and except for the root, also the location of the n-scene associated with each node.
IMAGE1.
No fixed sampling discipline is assumed for IMAGE1 type of scenes. The location and density values for cells are stored explicitly in the scene data group. (Therefore, message items describing the sampling scheme are not relevant for IMAGE1 type scene data.)
Structure Data
A structure is usually derived from a given scene. We assume that associated with every structure is a structure domain, which is usually a subset of the scene domain. For example, ir the structure is a 3-D surface, the structure domain is an appropriate 3-D region that encloses the surface; if the structure is a semitransparent volume, the structure domain is the region associated with the volume. We assign a dimensionality (std) to every structure, which is simply the dimensionality of the structure domain. It is possible that the dimensionality of the scene and of the structure derived from it may be different. For example, the structure may be the 3-D surface of a dynamic object at a particular instance, derived from a 4-D (time-varying) scene. It is not necessary that a structure be always derived from a scene; instead it may be synthesized independently of any underlying scene; for example, an isodose surface in radiation therapy planning or the surface of a prosthesis. In such cases we assume that the structure domain is an appropriate subset of an sddimensional Euclidean space.
Associated with every structure is a location (specified by an sd-dimensional vector and an orientation (specified by std unit vectors each of dimensionality sd), which respectively represent the location of the origin and orientation of the axes of the structure coordinate system with respect to the imaging device coordinate system. This information is helpful in determining the location and orientation of the structure with respect to the imaging device during visualization and analysis of the structure. This in turn makes possible the comparative and composite study of objects longitudinally and/or from multimodality scene information.
The sampling scheme associated with a structure describes how the structure domain is discretized. This information, specified by the number ofsamples and their location, is needed in both visualization and analysis of the structure. We assume that the structure domain is discretized in a fashion similar to how the scene domain is discretized for IMAGE0 type scenes, and so the number ofsamples and their location for the structure should be interpreted exactly as the number of n-scenes and their location, described under IMAGE0.
The hierarchical description of a structure as a tree together with the associated terminal (TSE) and nonterminal structure elements (NTSE) (see previous section) is not complete unless the descriptors associated with these 4D scene -S elements are specified. We associate with each terminal and nonterminal structure element an nct-tuple TSE and an ncnt-tuple NTSE that specify these descriptors. Al1 structure data are stored identically as per the general specification. However, it is the type description that gives a specific interpretation to any given structure data. We describe here some data types; others can be included as required using similar principles.
2-scenes
CURVEO. One method of representing a multidimensional object is by the set of its 2-D boundaries or contours resulting from the intersection of a set of planes with the object. (This structure is commonly used for prosthesis design and manufacture.) Given a scene containing information about the object, the contours are obtained by processing every slice of the scene. 5 A contour in a slice is a boundary of the object in the slice expressed as a sequence of edges of cells (pixels) that forms a closed curve? Figure 3 shows an example. CURVE0 is a structure that represents a set of such contours.
The tree representing the CURVE0 structure of an std-dimensional object consists of std + 1 levels, as illustrated in contour element belongs, and dir = the direction of the contour element relative to the cell. CURVE1, CURVE2, ..., are type names reserved for other types of boundary curves; for example, for curves that give smoother representations of the contour.
SURFACEO. This structure is used for describing the boundaries of an std-dimensional object as sets of (std-1)-dimensional cells, each boundary forming a closed, connected surface in the std-dimensional space. 17 A file storing the SURFACE0 structure may contain more than one boundary. In the 3-D case, for example, the cell may be considered to be a cuboid anda boundary is a closed and connected surface made up of faces of the cuboids. ~8 A 3-D object may have more than one surface and some or all of these may be stored asa single message. 19 The hierarchy in the SURFACE0 structure is as shown in Fig 5 . Every boundary element (bel for short) is represented by the cell in the object to which the bel belongs and a direction (as in Fig 3) indicating where the bel is with respect to the cell. Because there are 2 x std possible such directions, the bels may be grouped into 2 x std sectors, each sector containing bels of the same orientation. The vectors NTSE and TSE for 
SURFACE1.
This structure is used for describing the 3-D boundaries of a 3-D object as sets of triangular elements (there are several methods that generate such descriptions. 2~ As in SURFACE0 type, a file storing a SUR-FACE1 type boundary may contain more than one boundary. The hierarchical division of the SURFACE1 structure is as in bel, Y31, Y32, Y33 = the coordinates of the third vertex of the bel, ni, n2, n3 = the components of a unit surface normal vector associated with the bel. We reserve SURFACE2, SURFACE3 ..... type names for other forros of surface description.
SHELL.
SHELL is a structure used by processes that allow rendering objects, altering them (for the purpose of simulating surgical manipulations), and measuring them, using both surface 23 and volume rendering techniques. 24-27 The structure is used at present only for 3-D objects (although its concepts generalize to higher dimensions), and therefore we describe here only the 3-D version.
The tree specification for SHELL is as shown in cell have an opacity greater than or equal to a fixed high opacity value Oph (bit set to 1) and which have an opacity less than Oph (bit set to 0). If all 6 bits ate 1 of if the opacity of the cells is less than a fixed low opacity value opt, the cell is considered not to be a SHELL element and hence not stored. When oph = opl, we get a binary SHELL = y~ coordinate of the cell; = tissue type: 0, do not care; 1, air only; 2, air soft tissue mixture; 3, soft tissue only; 4, soft tissue and fat mixture; 5, fat only; 6, fat and bone mixture; 7, bone only a vector normal to the object boundary at the center of the cell; ni is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 depending on which of the six faces of the cell facing respectively the Yl, Y2, Y3, -Yl, -Y2, -Y3 directions is … by a line drawn from the center of the cell in the direction of the vector; ni = 6 means that the normal is not well determined; nz, n3 are the coordinates of the point of intersection of the line and the face within the face magnitude of the gradient (scaled relative to the minimum and maximum gradient values) of that scene from which the SHELL is derived, evaluated at the cell using an appropriate digital gradient operator op = opacity value assigned to the cell; pg = tissue percentage (in case of mixture, percentage of the higher density tissue in the descriptor of tt). It is not necessary to store all of the above information for all rendering techniques. For example, in surface rendering using a binary SHELL, 23 it is not necessary to store gm, tt, op, andpg. The proposed protocol is general enough to handle a variety of such situations.
Display Data
Each image in a display data set contains a portrayal of some specific aspects of the object information captured in a scene that is ready to be displayed. Sometimes it is possible to parameterize these aspects. We associate a dimensionality (ddd) with each display data set that constitutes the number of independent parameters characterizing object information captured in the images plus 2 (for the dimensionality of each image). The purpose of identifying the number of independent parameters is to allow the viewer to control the way the values of the parameters are changed in order to decide the order in which images in the display data are presented to the viewer. If such control is not desired or needed, the multiplicity of the parameters can be ignored, resulting in only one independent parameter (and in a dimensionality of three). The only order of presenting the images in the latter case is the natural order in which the images occur in the display data stored as a message. Some examples of display data that may have a dimensionality greater than three are as follows: 1. Each image is a rendition of an object surface fora given view point. Ir the viewing direction is described by three angles, and ir all angles are to be controlled independently, the images comprising the display data can be characterized by three independent parameters. All connected paths in such a 3-D parameter space correspond to valid and possible sequences of displaying the images. Display data dimensionality is thus five. 2. Each image is a rendition as already described, but of a time-varying surface so that time instance becomes the fourth independent parameter. Possible sequences of images now correspond to connected paths in a 4-D parameter space. Display data dimensionality now is six. 3. In addition to these four parameters, we may have up to three additional parameters that specif)' the changing location of a segment of the object that is separated from the rest of the object and that is being interactively moved by a user. 4. Possible additional parameters are those related to object specification; for example, the object specified by a threshold value of scene density. The display data may constitute the different views of a time-varying object as the threshold value is changed (ddd = 7).
Associated with every display data set is a right-handed display-data coordinate system zl, z2 ..... za, d. Associated with every image of the display data is aparameter vector that has ddd-2 components, each of which corresponds to one of the independent parameters that characterize the image. Associated with every pixel of the image is an intensity vector that stores the values associated with the pixels.
MOVIEO. This is a particular type of display data that represents cine sequences of surface and volume renditions. The image intensity vector /Vis 1-D or 3-D, and the parameter vector PV may contain any (finite) number of components. The meaning associated with the components is not fixed and is left to the user to determine (see next section). The examples given earlier indicate some possible meanings.
IV = (iv) or (ivl, iv 2, iv3), PV = (Pl,Pz, . . . ,Paaa z),
where ivl = red component, iv2 = green component, iv3 = blue component; when IV is scalarvalued, the value represents pixel gray value.
FORMAT DESCRIPTION
A message is a set of related data items and each data file contains one message. Each item in a message is assigned a group number and an element number and is completely represented in the file by storing its GROUP#, ELE-MENT#, LENGTH, and VALUE, where LENGTH is the number of bytes of storage required for the item and VALUE is its actual value. A file thus contains a sequence of such quadruples. If the message is a 2-D scene, for example, some message items (quadruples) store information related to the description of the scene such as its dimension, size, resolution, and so on, and the quadruple associated with group 7FE0 (Table 1 ) stores the actual pixel density values. The even-numbered groups are caIled standard groups and are reserved by the ACR-NEMA standards committee. The oddnumbered groups are called shadow groups and may be used for private purposes. All type-1 and type-lD items from standard groups must be present in the message.
The detailed format of storing the items in a message is presented in Table 1 . All entries under Group, Element and Length are hexadecimal numbers. Groups numbered 0009, 0029, 002B, 002D, and 8001 do not exist in the 2-D ACR-NEMA standards 15 and have been created to accommodate multidimensional scene, structure, and display data. The meaning of GROUP:0000, ELEMENT:0800, GROUP: 0008, ELEMENT:0041, and of GROUP:7FE0 have also been broadened. In addition, we have created a new value representation (VR) type called generalized numeric (GN) that allows storing sets of mixed integer and floating point numbers for message items, where the integers may be bit-packed in any specified fashion and the floating point numbers may be single or double precision.
Messages representing data of all types contain message items up to and including GROUP: 0028. Beyond GROUP:0028, message items are included based on their relevance to the data type. Message items relevant to each of the scene, structure, and display data types are as follows: scene = groups up to GROUP:0028 and GROUP:0029, GROUP:7FE0; structure = groups up to GROUP:0028 and GROUP:002B, 0018  1201  ------AT  M  3  Time of ~ast calibration   0018  1210  ------AT  M  3  Convolution kernel   0018  1240  ------AN  M  3  Upper/Iower  pixel values   0018  1242  ------AN  S  3  Termination time   0018  1243  ------AN  S  3  Count rate   0018  1250  ------AT  S  3  Receiving coil   0018  1251  ------AT  S  3  Transmitting coil   0018  1260  ------AT  S  3  Screen type   0018  1261  ------AT  S  3  Phosphor type   0018  4000  ------AT  M 
Location and orientation of the scene domain with respect to a fixed imaging device coordinate systern: specified by 
Pixel size in the x, and x2 directions:
psizexl \psizex2
Sampling scheme (Iocation of n-scenes):
null (ie, LENGTH = 0) for IMAGE1 type.
For IMAGE0 type, this element stores, for each n, 2 < n < sd, the Iocation of each 
Storage scheme for TSE: 
Scene data group assigned to the nodes of the tree representing the structure are stored in the breadth-first order of the nodes (see Section 3) vector for node 0\vector for node 00\vector for node 01\...\vector for node 000\ .... Note that, because of the nature of the tree, for structures of type CURVE0, SURFACE0, and SHELL, the vectors NTSE come first in this element, which are then followed by the vectors TSE. For other general tree structures this order may not occur GROUP:8001; display = groups up to GROUP: 0028 and GROUP:002D, GROUP:8021.
LIMITATIONS AND EFFICIENCY
The existing ACR-NEMA standards specification ls has two important limitations. First, the byte ordering specified by the standards for value representation methods denoted BD, AN, and AT is not natural for machines that consider the bytes to be in a monotonically decreasing order of significance from left to right. This calls for rearrangement of bytes whenever a standard message is to be interpreted by such machines or when they must create the message in the standard form from an internal representation. Multidimensional imaging systems can handle this conflict by gathering machinespecific byte-order information (at the time of installation of the system) and by automatically reordering bytes when needed. The loss of efficiency incurred in this process is not significant because types BD, AN, and AT occur only in the descriptive part (header) of messages.
The second limitation comes from the requirement that all floating point numbers be stored in ASCII numeric form. Although in many situations floating point numbers can be replaced by integers without much loss of information, fulfillment of this condition may not be guaranteed in general. The new value representation method called GN suggested in this protocol is an effective solution to this limitation.
Because we wanted this specification to be compatible with the existing ACR-NEMA standards, some of the groups we have created have information of somewhat similar nature to that occurring in standard groups. The specification can be made more efficient by merging relevant groups or elements from such groups. For example, image presentation and scene-related information groups can be merged into a single group to eliminate some of the repetitions. Since descriptive information (headers) pertaining to scene and structure data is stored on a need basis, the additional storage required owing to the generality of the specification can be kept to a minimum. We emphasize again that fora given data type only those message items that are relevant to the data type are stored. The storage requirement figures determined for a typical data set (Table 2) give some idea of the cost of storage for the header part of the data (groups up to 002D) and for the data part (groups beyond 002D).
CONCLUSIONS
As multidimensional image processing, visualization, and analysis become more common, standard means of representing and storing image and nonimage data wiU be needed for convenient exchange of information, and for development of software environments that are application, data, machine, and approach independent. In this article, we have described an extension to and a generalization of the 2-D ACR-NEMA standards to meet these requirements. The generalized specification is actively being used in a software environment being developed by us, called 3DVIEWNIX, for multidimensional biomedical image display, processing, and analysis.
